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Stress Relief in Reconstruction
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We report on the first direct measurement of the change of the surface stress in the reconstructio
the Au(111) and the Au(100) surfaces. For both surfaces the reconstruction relaxes the intrinsic ten
stress, by 22% and 5%, respectively. A discussion of the data on the Au(111) surface in the Fren
Kontorova model shows that the energy gain due to the surface stress is not quite large enoug
make the reconstructed phase energetically favored without the formation of the secondary herringb
structure of the solitons. On the Au(100) surface, the gain in elastic strain energy is clearly insufficie
to cause the surface to reconstruct. [S0031-9007(97)03238-9]

PACS numbers: 68.35.Bs, 47.20.Dr, 61.16.Ch, 82.45.+z
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The (111) surfaces of the fcc transition metals Pt a
Au and the (100) surfaces of Ir, Pt, and Au are known
reconstruct to surface layers of higher density [1]. On
(111) surfaces, the reconstruction involves a nonunifo
compression of the surface along the [110] directi
with soliton-type domain walls between areas whe
surface atoms occupy fcc or hcp surface sites [2–
The reconstruction has been discussed frequently u
the Frenkel-Kontorova (FK) model [7–10]: In the on
dimensional (1D) version, a chain of atoms (represen
the top layer) linked by springs with nearest-neighb
force constantw00 and “natural" spacingb is placed in
a sinusoidal potential with amplitudeWy2 representing
a rigid substrate with periodicitya. The prime feature
of the reconstruction, the soliton domain wall, resu
from energy minimization. Further minimization of
(very small) strain energy associated with the anisotro
of the stress relief in the soliton reconstruction lea
to a secondary (“herringbone") structure of the solito
[11]. Despite the general consensus that the sol
reconstruction is driven by the large tensile stress [12,
on the Pt(111) [4–6,14] and the Au(111) surfaces, th
is no direct experimental evidence, e.g., by measurem
on the stress relief in the reconstruction.

On the reconstructed (100) surfaces of Ir, Pt, and A
the surface atoms form quasi-hexagonal (hex) comm
surate and incommensurate overlayers. The atom de
in the surface layer is higher by (20–25)%. From fir
principles calculations, Fiorentiniet al. [15] find the sur-
face stress for the unreconstructed (100) surfaces of Ir
and Au to be even larger than for the (111) surfaces. F
thermore, the stress on the (100) surfaces of the5d fcc
metals Ir, Pt, and Au is also significantly larger than f
the (100) surfaces of the corresponding4d metals. They
[15] identify the tensile stress as driving the reconstruct
of the (100) surfaces on the5d metals. Indirect experi-
mental evidence for stress relief in the reconstruction w
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obtained for the Ir(100) surface [16]. However, neith
theory nor experiment could determine the change in
surface stress quantitatively. Without direct informatio
about the actual amount of stress energy relieved in
reconstruction of the (100) surfaces, this interpretation
the origin of the reconstruction is questionable. We d
pute it below.

In this Letter we report the first measurements
the change in surface stress which accompanies
reconstruction of both the Au(111) and the Au(10
surfaces. The stress measurements were performe
an electrochemical cell, with the crystals immersed
a 0.1 M HClO4 solution, using the cantilever bendin
method [17–19]; the bending was ascertained using
Besocke-type scanning tunnel microscope (STM), wh
also monitored the surface structure [20]. We exploit t
fact that the reconstruction can be lifted by raising t
electrochemical potential. Prior to the measuremen
the Au single crystals were annealed at800±C for 2 h
in oxygen and for 1 h in argon, then cooled down
argon. To ensure that changes in the surface stress w
occur only on one side of the sample, the bottom surfa
was covered with nail polish. Contamination durin
the measurements was minimized by placing the en
microscope with the electrochemical cell in an arg
atmosphere.

The HClO4 solution was fed into the cell under poten
tial control with the potential set to2140 mV vs stan-
dard calomel electrode (SCE). Under these conditions
surfaces are stabilized in their reconstructed phases.
ure 1 shows STM images of the surfaces. (Because of
less rigid sample mount, the noise is larger than typica
On the (100) surface [Fig. 1(a)], the hexagonal inco
mensurate reconstruction is identified by parallel strip
The reconstructed areas appear as islands of less th
monolayer height in the upper- and the lower-right pa
of Fig. 1(a). A statistical analysis of virgin (100) surface
© 1997 The American Physical Society 4225
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FIG. 1. STM images of Au(100) and Au(111) surfaces
0.1 M HClO4. For the potential at2140 mV (a,b), the surfaces
are [partially] reconstructed. The reconstruction is lifted a
potential.700 mV (c,d).

indicated that about 50% of the surface area was rec
structed, in approximate agreement with previous ob
vations [21]. On the (111) surface [Fig. 1(b)], the solito
domain walls are clearly visible. On large enough terra
the solitons displayed the typical secondary herringb
structure [see upper part of Fig. 1(b)]. This structure
distorted near steps. On the (111) surface, about 70%
the surface was found to be reconstructed initially. F
both surfaces the reconstruction is lifted when the pot
tial is raised to positive values [21], and the extra ato
form islands on the surface at places that had been re
structed [Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)]. Our STM images obtain
as the potential became positive show that the lifting
curs first in areas where the reconstruction pattern is
regular in one way or another, e.g., near steps or n
the edges of reconstructed areas [20]. In agreement
previous experiments [21], we found a partial restorat
of the reconstruction after cycling the potential back
2140 mV. After a few cycles, however, the surfaces
not reconstruct as the potential is cycled back. By co
paring the stress versus potential curves in initial cy
with the later, stable cycles, we could determine the d
ference in the stress between the reconstructed and th
reconstructed surfaces at negative potentials. The re
are presented in Fig. 2 for both the (100) and the (1
surface. The observed continuous decrease in the su
stress when the potential turns positive is due to an
creasing number of specifically (i.e., chemically) adsorb
ClO2

4 ions on the surface. The transformation into t
(1 3 1) state is completed at1900 mV for either surface.
There the surfaces must bear the same stress, regar
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FIG. 2. Surface stress versus the potential for the initia
reconstructed and unreconstructed surfaces of Au(100)
Au(111). All measurements are from negative to positi
potentials.

of whether the surface was previously reconstructed
2140 mV. The stress curves are therefore matched
this common reference point. For purposes of illustratio
we have furthermore set the absolute value of the s
face stress for the unreconstructed surfaces at2140 mV
to match the 4.56 Nym and 2.77 Nym obtained by first-
principles calculations for the Au(100) and Au(111) su
faces, respectively [12,13,15].

Compared to the unreconstructed surfaces, the stre
for the reconstructed (100) and (111) surfaces are low
at 2140 mV, by 0.12 Nym and 0.43 Nym, respectively
(Fig. 2). These numbers refer to surfaces which, as j
noted, were only partially reconstructed initially. As
suming that the change in the macroscopically measu
surface stress is proportional to the area which was rec
structed, we conclude—our main result—thatthe stress
relaxation associated with reconstruction on the Au(10
and the Au(111) surface is20.24 N/m and20.61 Nym,
corresponding to decreases of 5% and 22%, respectiv.
We estimate the error, due to the areal rescaling proced
and to other experimental uncertainties, to be620% [22].
(Since the effect of the electrolytic fluid at small pote
tial—where there is no specific adsorption—resemb
that of physisorbed molecules, we expect little differen
from surface stresses in vacuum.)

For both surfaces the reconstruction reduces the ten
stress. This is not surprising, since the average bo
distances between the surface atoms are shorter in
reconstructed phases. The crucial issue is whether
reduction of the tensile stress and the correspond
gain in elastic energy is large enough to actually cau
the reconstruction. Because of the different surfa
structures, this question must be addressed separatel
the two surfaces.

As a first estimate for the elastic energyDuel released
in the reconstruction of the Au(111) surface, we app
continuum theory to the stress-strain relation in t
surface layer under the reasonable assumptions that
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the surface layer is stressed and the macroscopic stra
1D. We find [20]

Duel  2
1 2 n

2
s111d

Ys111dds111d
tssdDtssd, (1)

with d the surface-layer thickness,n andY the appropri-
ate Poisson ratio and Young’s modulus [23,24]. The s
face stresstssd is the bulk stress timesd. The factor of 2
comes from the simplifying assumption that the measur
stress is an average of uniaxial domains. After inserti
elastic constants [23–25],ds111d, the theoretically calcu-
lated tssd for unreconstructed Au, and the experiment
Dtssd, we findDuel  20.11 Nym s 26.9 meV/Å2d.

To corroborate ourDtssd, we can estimate it indepen
dently from the uniaxial compression in reconstruction:

Dtssd 
Ys111dds111de

2s1 2 n
2
s111dd

. (2)

The strain e is 21yN, where N is the length of the
reconstructed unit cell in units of the nearest-neighb
distancea. Inserting elastic constants for Au [25] an
using N  22 (so e  24.5%), we calculateDtssd is
20.59 Nym, close to the experimental value20.61 Nym.

To make the reconstructed phase energetically fav
able, the gain in elastic energy must exceed the ene
otherwise lost in the reconstruction. We estimate t
net change using the 1D FK model. The energy for
s1 3 22d cell of the unreconstructeds1 3 1d phase is

Es131d ; N

p
3

2
a2g  N

µ
3
2

w00a2d2 1 G

∂
, (3)

where g is the specific energy of the unreconstructe
surface,d ; sa 2 bdya is the relative misfit, andG is the
energy to move an atom from the reservoir to the surfa
[7,12,13].

The misfit can be expressed in terms of the surface str
on this unreconstructed surface as

tssd 
p

3w00d . (4)

Reconstruction alters the energy pers1 3 Nd cell by [7]

DEscelld  G 1
3
2

w00a2d2 2
3
2

w00a2d 1
4a
p

p
w00W ,

(5)

with W the corrugation of the potential. (As noted at th
outset, there are two minima per cell; the potential h
periodicity ay2 in the [110] direction, and the unrecon
structed state is commensurate, of orderp  2. However,
the energy per length [Eq. (5)] is formally independent
p [26].) From Eqs. (3)–(5) the change in the energy p
area,Dg, becomes

Dg 

µ
g 2 tssd 1 8

q
w00Wy3p2a2

∂
yN . (6)

The first two terms in this equation arise from the hom
geneous contraction of the surface layer, while the th
term is the contribution from the solitons. After inser
is
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ing the calculated values forg and tssd [12,13], one ob-
tains for the energy of the homogeneous contractionDg 
24.32 meV/Å2, in reasonable agreement withDuel.

The relief of the surface stress in a macroscop
measurement is the derivative of the energy change w
respect to the area of thes1 3 Nd cell, i.e., using Eq. (6),
s2ad21≠sa2Dgdy≠a:

Dtssd 

µ
tssd 2 w00

p
3 1 8

q
w00Wy3p2a2

∂
y2N . (7)

To make estimates with these analytical expressio
one must choose appropriate values for the nearest ne
bor force constantw00 and the corrugationW . Particu-
larly, the surface stress depends critically on the choice
w00. Since the vibrational properties of gold are rath
poorly described by a nearest-neighbor force-const
model [27], different matching procedures to experime
tal data yield rather diverse results. Furthermore, the l
gitudinal force constant between the Au surface ato
is significantly lower than the bulk value [28] and dif
fers for the reconstructed and the unreconstructed s
face [29]. The latter effect is beyond the scope of t
FK model with its harmonic interaction potential. Be
cause of these problems we choose the value ofw00 in
the FK model as aneffectivecoupling such that the ex-
perimentally observed change in the surface stressDtssd

is reproduced and use this value to determine the
ergy gain in the reconstruction. The value ofw00 from
the fit of Dtssd depends only marginally on the choic
for corrugationW . For W  43 meV, which was used
for a 2D simulation of the static and dynamic properti
of the Au(111) surface [9], one obtainsw00  18.1 Nym
(vs w00  17.1 Nym for W  0). With these values for
w00 and W , and the first-principles values forg and tssd

[12,13] inserted in Eq. (6), one obtains a small energy
Dg  0.013 Nym ( 0.8 6 0.5 meV/Å2) [30], favoring
theunreconstructedphase. The 62% error bars reflect th
estimated 20% error bars in the experimentalDtssd.

About the same energy gain is associated with
formation of the secondary herringbone structure [11]
the lossDg. Thus, the secondary structure is probab
necessary for the reconstruction to occur, at least
surfaces in UHV. For surfaces in an electrolyte, the
is experimental evidence [21,31] that the herringbo
secondary structure is not necessary. However, where
reconstruction has a secondary herringbone, it is m
difficult to transform into as1 3 1d. In summary, it
seems that the energy gain involved in the reconstruct
of the Au(111) surface is very small, so that minu
changes in the surface conditions can tip the balance
either side. Consistently, Huang [32] has observed t
the reconstruction can also be lifted by very modera
bending of an Au(111) crystal in air.

For the Au(100) surface, the structural transformation
obviously beyond the scope of the FK model, so we ca
not produce theoretical support for the experimental str
4227
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relaxation. Since stress does not quite produce the (1
reconstruction, it is implausible that the reconstruction
Au(100) is caused primarily by surface stress. The m
sured stress relaxation energy is barely a third that for
(111) surface. In contrast to the (111) case, the majo
of surface atoms on a reconstructed (100) surface sit n
bridge or even atop sites; the resulting energy cost is e
higher because of the larger potential corrugation on (1
surfaces. The very nature of the reconstructed phase
suggests that maximizing the number of bonds is the m
significant factor in the energy balance. This dominan
of bond enhancement over stress relaxation was see
the shifted-row reconstruction of PtxNi12x [33].

In summary we have found that the relaxation of t
surface stress on the Au(100) and the Au(111) surf
is 5% and 22% of the intrinsic stress, respectively. T
elastic energy associated with the surface stress app
to be nearly large enough to cause the reconstruction
the Au(111) surface, but much too small to be the prima
source of Au(100) reconstruction. More generally, it
now possible to measure the change in stresses assoc
with the reconstruction of surfaces. Electrochemical ce
provide a fruitful way to manipulate the stress changes
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